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This paper examines two supposed restrictions on Spanish stress placement: 1) the heavy penult condition, which prohibits stress leftward of the penultimate syllable if the penultimate syllable is heavy, and 2) the three-syllable window condition, which prohibits stress other than on one of the final three syllables of a word. While these two conditions are clearly descriptively adequate generalizations about the lexicon, this study sets out to determine whether they are psychologically real restrictions, serving as constraints that prohibit words that violate them. The results of a perception study indicate that neither of these conditions is a psychologically real restriction on Spanish stress placement. While the present study adds another type of evidence to recent claims that Spanish is not quantity sensitive, it goes a step further with respect to the heavy penult condition by claiming that words that violate this condition are not disallowed by Spanish at all. With respect to the three-syllable window condition, this study is the first to claim that this exceptionless generalization about Spanish stress is nothing more than a generalization over words in the lexicon, and is not a true restriction on Spanish stress placement.

1. Introduction

In the quest to explain the Spanish stress system, at least two major restrictions on Spanish stress placement have been taken for granted by many investigators: 1) the heavy penult condition, and 2) the three-syllable window condition. The heavy penult condition states that Spanish does not allow words with stress leftward of the antepenultimate syllable if the penultimate syllable is heavy (i.e., *CVC.CVC.CV). While the heavy penult condition is often tied to the role of quantity sensitivity in Spanish stress assignment, which has been a topic of debate over the last several years (e.g., Alvord 2003; Bárkányi 2002; Face 2000, 2004; Harris 1983; Lipski 1997; Roca 1990), the heavy penult condition itself has almost always been considered a productive restriction on Spanish stress placement, whether explained by quantity sensitivity or in another way.¹ The evidence in

¹ We would like to thank an anonymous reviewer as well as the audience at the 7th Hispanic Linguistics Symposium (Albuquerque, 16-18 October 2003) for useful comments and suggestions on an earlier version of this paper.

² We want to be clear in our distinction here. The term quantity sensitivity is often used in Spanish to refer to the lack of stress leftward of a heavy penultimate syllable. However, quantity sensitivity is merely an
support of the heavy penult condition is that, with the exception of a few toponyms and borrowings, Spanish has no words in violation of this condition. The three-syllable window condition has also been taken as an indisputable restriction on Spanish stress placement. The evidence for the three-syllable window condition is that there exist no Spanish words where stress falls outside of the last three syllables (e.g., *'CV.CV.CV.CV'). Apparent exceptions to this in the orthographical system are the result of one or more enclitic pronouns being attached to the lexical word in orthography (e.g., digame'lo 'tell me it'). But no lexical word violates the three-syllable window condition.

While these apparent restrictions on Spanish stress placement are descriptively true, not all descriptively true statements about a language are representative of the psychological reality of the speakers of that language. Kiparsky (1982) puts it quite clearly in discussing Hale's (1973) findings for passive formation in Maori (further discussed in Hualde 2000), that the simplest analysis of the data do not represent the behavior of speakers in cases of borrowings, change in progress, etc. The relevant data are shown in (1).

(1) verb passive verb passive
  awhi awhita 'to embrace' mau mau 'to carry'
  hopu hopukia 'to catch' wero wero 'to stab'
  art arumia 'to follow' patu patua 'to strike, kill'
  tohu tohurgia 'to point out' kite kitea 'to point'

Kiparsky (1982:68) states that:

If we wanted an 'A' on our exam, we would, of course, say that the underlying forms are /awhi/, /hopuk/, /maur/, etc., and that the suffix is /ia/....If someone were to say that the underlying forms are /awhi/, /hopuk/, /maur/, etc., he'd flunk. What Hale shows is that Maori children learning their language flunk this 'exam'....There is strong evidence that the 'clever' analysis is not psychologically correct. The psychologically correct grammar of Maori has /ia/ as the basic ending and /kia/, /ria/ etc., as a set of allomorphs used in verbs that have to be lexically marked as taking them.

The Maori data are just one example of cases where descriptively true statements do not correspond to psychological realities. This has been discussed by many linguists, including a growing number of studies on Spanish (Morin 2002 for coronal and velar softening, Aske 1990 and Face 2003 for stress rules, Barkányi 2002 and Alvord 2003 for quantity sensitivity, Bybee & Pardo 1981 for diphthongization, Pensado 1997 for nasal and lateral depalatalization, Eddington 2001 for epenthesis, and others). These cases highlight the necessity of pursuing not only descriptive adequacy in formulating phonological statements, but in assuring that these statements reflect psychological reality. As Hualde (2000:175) puts it,

Our task, thus, is to discover which generalizations have reality for the speakers of a language, as reflected by their linguistic behavior, without being misled by preconceived notions of simplicity.

In the current paper, then, the task is to determine whether the heavy penult condition and the three-syllable window condition are psychologically real in addition to being descriptively adequate, or whether they are descriptively adequate but lack reality for speakers of Spanish. In order for these two conditions to be considered psychologically real, they must not only describe the data accurately, which they clearly do, but they must be shown to serve as constraints prohibiting words that violate them.

The current paper presents the results of a perception experiment testing the psychological reality of the heavy penult condition and the three-syllable window condition in Spanish. Previous research on the heavy penult condition and the three-syllable window condition is discussed in Section 2. Section 3 presents experimental methodology. The results are presented and discussed in Section 4. And finally, Section 5 contains the conclusions drawn from the present study.

2. Previous research

2.1. Heavy penult condition

Attempts to explain the synchronic processes that native Spanish speakers use to assign stress to words have sometimes used diachronic evidence gleaned from the Spanish language's development from Latin (e.g., Saltarelli 1997). The major stress-related phenomenon that has been taken from Latin and applied to Spanish is quantity sensitivity, which its proponents use to explain the lack of words violating the heavy penult condition.

Quantity sensitivity is a term used to describe the stress patterns in languages whose syllable structure, particularly the phonological "weight" of the syllable, directly affects how stress is assigned. Stress assignment in Spanish has traditionally been traced to the classical accentuation system of Latin, which has been one of the basic examples of quantity sensitive languages. Latin accentuation has been accepted to be entirely predictable. The rule for Latin stress, in words with at least three syllables, calls for stress on the penultimate syllable if it is heavy, and on the antepenultimate syllable if the penultimate syllable is light. A syllable's weight depends on the phonetic makeup of its rime. Latin syllables are heavy if they contain either a long vowel or a coda consonant; the rime of a light syllable contains only a short vowel. The Latin stress rule indicates that a heavy penultimate syllable will "attract" stress, preventing it from falling on the antepenultimate syllable. Quantity sensitivity is just that: stress is sensitive to syllable weight, and therefore a heavy syllable will attract stress.
The many attempts in generative phonology to formalize stress placement in Spanish non-verbs have disagreed on whether quantity sensitivity actually plays a role in the synchronic process. In one of the most notable works on Spanish stress, Harris (1983) uses quantity sensitivity as one of the conditions for his stress assignment algorithm, as he does in later work as well (Harris 1992). He notes that, as in Latin, no Spanish words with antepenultimate stress have a heavy penult (e.g., *'CVC.CVC.CV'), citing the unacceptability of nonce words such as *teléfoso and *áreasca. Roca (1990), on the other hand, rejects Spanish quantity sensitivity, as did Larramendi (1729) more than two centuries earlier, and proposes an alternate analysis to explain the lack of words violating the heavy penult condition. He argues that the existence of loan words with heavy penultimate syllables and antepenultimate stress (e.g., Washington, Manchester, rémington 'type of rifle') contradicts the presence of quantity sensitivity in Spanish. He argues that Spanish speakers who produce these loan words with the foreign stress pattern have no knowledge of the source language. Anecdotally, it has been noted, however, that native Spanish speakers with extensive contact with English can change the stress patterns of these loan words to fit a more Spanish-like pronunciation (e.g., Washington, Manchester) (Nuñez Cedeño, personal communication).

In a view somewhere in between those of Harris (1983, 1992) and Roca (1990, 1999), Lipski (1997) claims that it is possible that Spanish is losing its quantity sensitivity and that in the future it may become completely quantity insensitive. He points out the importance of one difference between Latin and Spanish: Spanish has no distinction between long and short vowels or between geminate and non-geminate consonants. In its evolution from Latin, Spanish lost the distinction of vowel and consonant length. The fact that Spanish does not distinguish between short and long vowels or consonants 'inherently weakens the system of quantity sensitivity' (Lipski 1997:577).

More recently a different approach in the attempt to find evidence for or against the existence of quantity sensitivity in Spanish has emerged. A variety of experimental studies have examined the role of quantity sensitivity in the assignment of Spanish stress. Face (2000, 2004a) performed perception experiments on Spanish stress placement. Both studies were performed using synthesized nonce words where the acoustic correlates to stress were neutralized. In the first study, Face (2000:8) found that 'syllable weight has a very real cognitive effect: A heavy syllable is far more likely to be perceived as stressed... than is a light syllable'. It was found later, however, that the nonce words used in this first study were not completely neutralized and in fact contained durational cues to stress. The duration of vowels, but not of syllables, was neutralized, and therefore the coda consonant of heavy syllables added duration in addition to phonological weight. After correcting this 'error of experimental design' (Face 2004a) by neutralizing syllable durations as opposed to vowel durations, the previous study was replicated with completely neutralized nonce words. Results from this study were found to contradict the previous findings. Face (2004) concluded that Spanish is not quantity sensitive. Similar conclusions have been reached by researchers using different types of experimental data.

Bárkányi (2002) used a paper and pencil test with nonce words in which she asked informants to mark orthographically where they would stress each nonce word. The unmarked stress pattern (i.e., stress the last syllable if the word ends in a consonant or the penultimate syllable if the word ends in a vowel) emerged the most often in her data, as expected. However, a considerable number of words with heavy penultimate syllables were assigned antepenultimate stress, and this number was nearly as high as in cases with a light penultimate syllable. This led Bárkányi to conclude that quantity sensitivity is not an active process for native Spanish speakers and that stress is most likely assigned using analogy to known words in the lexicon, which in this case are borrowing such as bádminton 'badminton' and rémington 'type of rifle'.

In a similar study, Alvord (2003) presented Spanish-speaking subjects with a written list of nonce words with orthographic accents written in. Participants were asked to judge each word as either possible or impossible in Spanish. Nonce words that were presented with antepenultimate stress and heavy penults (e.g., tampilon) were overwhelmingly accepted as possible Spanish words (94%). Alvord (2003) not only concluded that Spanish is not quantity sensitive, but also questioned whether the oft-cited restrictions on antepenultimate stress in words with a heavy penultimate syllable might not be productive restrictions at all, but rather the results of historical developments, as also argued in Roca (1990). While the quantity sensitivity explanation for the heavy penult condition has been a matter of debate, Alvord goes beyond rejecting quantity sensitivity as the reason for the heavy penult condition, as he questions whether the heavy penult condition is even a restriction on Spanish stress placement at all. The conclusion that there is no restriction on having stress on the antepenultimate syllable when the penultimate syllable is heavy is of significant interest, and merits further investigation using other experimental designs.

2.2. Three-syllable window condition

There is not much to report by way of research into the three-syllable window condition. The primary evidence cited for the existence of this condition in Spanish is the simple absence of words that have stress in any syllable other than the last three. The most interesting evidence that can be found is the pluralization of singular words with antepenultimate stress that also end in a consonant (Hualde 2000, Morales-Front 1999). Generally, when singular words in Spanish are pluralized, the same syllable is stressed in the plural as in the singular. Examples of this can be seen in (2a). However, in cases where the singular has
antepenultimate stress and a final consonant, stress shifts so that it remains within
the three-syllable window, although the location of stress in the plural varies. Examples of this shift can be seen in (2b).

(2) a. pèra–péras ‘pear–pears’
   tabú–tabúes ‘taboo–taboons’
   camión–camiónes ‘truck–trucks’

b. régimen–regímenes ‘diet–diets’
   ómicron–ómicrones ‘omicron–omicrops’

The three-syllable window condition is clearly descriptively true and its
productivity has never been questioned. However, since descriptively adequate
statements about language do not always represent psychologically real
restrictions on the language, and especially in light of Alvord’s (2003) claim that
the heavy penult condition may not be psychologically real, all apparent
restrictions on Spanish stress placement, including the three-syllable window
condition need to be re-examined.

3. Methodology
The experiment carried out for the present study was designed to further test the
claim in Alvord (2003) that the heavy penult condition is not a psychologically
real and productive restriction on Spanish stress, and also to experimentally test
whether the three-syllable window condition is a psychologically real and
productive restriction or the artifact of other factors. The experiment seeks to
investigate these issues through a perception test in which subjects were asked to
judge the acceptability of synthesized nonce words.

In order to test the psychological reality of these two descriptively adequate
potential restrictions on Spanish stress placement, a perception test was designed that
looks closely at both of the environments described above. Since the evidence
cited for the heavy penult condition is the absence of Spanish words with
antepenultimate stress and a heavy penultimate syllable, nonce words with these
characteristics (i.e., ‘CVC.CVC.CV’) were included. Similarly, the evidence for the
existence of the three-syllable window condition is the absence of Spanish words
with stress earlier in the word than the final three syllables, and therefore nonce
words with stress on the fourth-to-last syllable (i.e., ‘CV.CV.CV.CV’) were
included in the perception test.

In all, 100 nonce words were created (see Appendix) and synthesized using
the MBROLI speech synthesizer. Since stress is the main focus of the study,
special care was taken in the synthesis process to encode stress. The fundamental
frequency (F0) and the duration of segments were manipulated in order to
synthesize the acoustic presence of stress. While the MBROLI speech synthesizer
allows for manipulation of the F0 and duration, it does not allow for the
manipulation of intensity. However, experimental studies investigating the
acoustic correlates of stress from both the production and perception perspectives
have found that F0 and duration are by far the most important acoustic correlates

of Spanish stress, with intensity having a minimal role, if any, in communicating
Spanish stress (e.g., Enríquez, Casado, & Santos 1989; Llistertí et al. 2003, 2004;
Quilis 1971).3

All words were designed not only to fit the target structures for syllables and
stress, but also to follow Hochberg’s (1988) guidelines for segmental composition
to avoid close similarity to real Spanish words. This was done to avoid the
existence of a similar real word influencing the acceptability judgments on the
experimental words through the association of existing words and their stress
patterns (cf. Face 2004a). In order to ensure that the nonce words were indeed not
too similar to existing words, the list of nonce words was checked by a native
Spanish speaker, and any words that were found to resemble actual words too
closely were subsequently changed.

The 100 synthesized nonce words consist of four different groups of words, with
each group having a different function in the experiment. There were two
experimental groups and two control groups. The first experimental group (N=20),
was created in order to test the psychological reality of the heavy penult condition.
This group consists of nonce words, following the phonotactic patterns of Spanish,
with heavy penultimate syllables which were synthesized to carry antepenultimate
stress (e.g., gandirpo). As explained above, this type of word has been claimed not
to be possible in Spanish, existing only in a few toponyms and borrowings. This
claim, however, has been brought into question by Alvord (2003). Acceptance of
the words in the heavy penult group would support Alvord’s claim that the heavy
penult condition is not a psychologically real restriction on Spanish stress
placement. Rejection of these nonce words would support the traditional view that
there is a restriction on this type of word in Spanish.

The second experimental group (N=20) was designed to test the
psychological reality of the three-syllable window condition. This group consists
of nonce words with four syllables and stress falling on the first (e.g., topuneta).
In order to test the psychological reality of the three-syllable window condition, it is
important that the nonce words be analyzable only as whole lexical words and not
combinations of a lexical word plus enclitic pronoun, since at least
orthographically these cases appear to violate the three-syllable window condition.
Because of this, care was taken in designing the nonce words so that the last
syllable would not be interpretable as a clitic pronoun (e.g., te, me, se, lo, la, le).
Acceptance of the nonce words in the three-syllable window group would call into
question the psychological reality of the three-syllable window condition as a
productive restriction on Spanish stress placement. The rejection of these nonce
words would indicate that the lack of words violating the three-syllable window
condition in Spanish is indeed due to this condition being a productive restriction
on stress placement.

3 This same view had been maintained for English, but Beckman (1986) shows that intensity actually
provides a strong cue for stress when correctly evaluated (i.e., when integrated with duration).
The other two groups of nonce words were included as a measure of control. The first control group (N=30) consisting of only obviously possible Spanish words, with each containing phonotactic and stress patterns that actually exist in real Spanish words. The second control group (N=30), on the other hand, contained nonce words that were designed to be obviously impossible Spanish words, going against Spanish phonotactic patterns, generally by containing consonant clusters disallowed in Spanish. These two groups of words served as a measure of control to ensure that the subjects could differentiate between possible and impossible Spanish words, since this ability is essential if the results for the experimental groups are to be meaningful. At least 80% accuracy on the control groups was required for the data of potential subjects to be counted in the analysis of the experimental groups.

The 100 nonce words were randomized and recorded as individual .CDA files onto a compact disc with 3 seconds of silence between each word. The CD was played on a Panasonic SL-S262 portable CD player and listened to via Panasonic stereo headphones. Before beginning the official test, a practice set of five words was presented to the subjects so that they could adjust their ear to the synthesized voice and the rhythm of the presentation. Subjects were allowed to listen to the practice session as many times as they wanted to in order to feel comfortable in completing the task. After the subjects listened to the practice section, the test words were presented, and no repetition was permitted. The subjects recorded their judgments on a sheet of paper numbered from 1 to 100 with the words sì and no written next to each number. For each word heard, subjects were asked to circle the appropriate answer according to whether or not the word they heard was a possible Spanish word. The notion of “possible Spanish word” was explained to subjects by telling them that while none of the words they would hear were real Spanish words, the question they needed to answer was whether each word could be a Spanish word if a new word was needed for a concept not communicated by any existing Spanish word.

Since any claim in the present study about the psychological reality of the heavy penult condition and the three-syllable window condition as restrictions on Spanish stress placement hinges on the acceptance or rejection of nonce words based on their acoustically marked stress, it is imperative that the subjects be able to identify the acoustically stressed syllable in these synthesized nonce words. As an additional measure of control, a post-test was administered to the subjects in which 20 of the synthesized words from the “possible” group were re-presented and the subjects were asked to indicate which syllable they heard as stressed. Subjects recorded their answers on a sheet of paper numbered from 1 to 20, with each number followed by the numbers 1, 2, and 3. Subjects circled the number of the syllable perceived to be stressed. This post-test was administered immediately following the completion of the main experiment, and this ordering was chosen to avoid directing the subjects’ attention to stress as the main interest of the study before completing the acceptability judgments. Subjects were required to perceive stress with at least 75% accuracy to have their results included in the study. The average score on the post-test was 85%, indicating that the subjects were very accurate in identifying the acoustically stressed syllable of the synthesized nonce words.

Subjects were 10 native speakers of Spanish attending graduate school in the United States who were naïve with respect to the purposes of the study. All grew up monolingual speakers of Spanish and none had lived in the U.S. prior to attending graduate school. While the subjects speak different varieties of Spanish, this mixture of Spanish dialects does not pose any problem for the present study since the apparent restrictions on stress patterns being tested are consistent across Spanish.

4. Results and discussion

Table 1 shows the results of the perception test. Nonce words in the two control groups were accepted or rejected as would be expected. Nonce words in the “possible” group were accepted at a rate of 81% and the words from the “impossible” group were rejected at a rate of 89%. More interesting are the results for the two experimental groups. Subjects accepted nonce words in the heavy penult group at a rate of 67% (133 of 200) and those in the three-syllable window group at a rate of 62% (123 of 200).

The result in Table 1, as well as in Figure 1, that stands out is that both experimental groups were accepted more often than they were rejected, and far more often than the impossible group. While the experimental groups were not accepted as often as the possible group, it is clear that their rate of acceptance is more similar to that of the possible group than to that of the impossible group. Overall, nonce words in both experimental groups are accepted as possible Spanish words.
The acceptability of the heavy penult group lends support to recent experimental studies that claim that Spanish is not quantity sensitive (Alvord 2003, Bárányi 2002, Face 2004a). In addition, it provides support for Alvord's claim that the heavy penult condition is not a psychologically real and productive restriction on Spanish stress placement.

The acceptability of the three-syllable window group is perhaps more interesting. The descriptive adequacy of the three-syllable window condition cannot be refuted, as Spanish has no words with stress outside of the final three syllables of the word. The results of the present study, however, bring into question the psychological reality of the three-syllable window condition as a true restriction on Spanish stress placement. Hualde (2000:175), while arguing for an analogical model for Spanish stress, explains that Spanish speakers make generalizations based on patterns in the lexicon. He uses the three-syllable window condition as an example, stating that 'Spanish-speakers know that the plural of régimen, ómicron, Júpiter, whatever it is, cannot be régimenes, ómicrones, Júpiteres'. This generalization on the part of Spanish speakers makes perfect sense given the categorical presence of stress on only the last three syllables of Spanish words. Given the seeming strength of this generalization, it may seem odd that words violating the three-syllable window condition would be judged to be possible Spanish words. If this condition were a psychologically real restriction on Spanish stress placement, one would expect the words in violation to be rejected at a rate similar to the high rate of rejection of the impossible group. Clearly, however, this is not the case.

While the nonce words of the experimental groups were not rejected at a rate similar to the nonce words of the impossible group, and while they were accepted overall, the question of why they were not accepted as often as the nonce words of the possible group must be addressed. This is where the lack of existing words having these patterns comes into play. While the nonce words of the experimental groups are accepted overall, numerous recent studies have shown that an individual's language experience and the frequency of occurrence of words and patterns is an important part of their competence (e.g., Bybee 2001, Bybee & Hopper 2001, and references therein). The fact that Spanish speakers have never heard words with these patterns makes them seem less "Spanish-like" than words that follow familiar patterns. Therefore, while they are not completely rejected in the way that the words in the impossible group are, the relative degree of unfamiliarity of their stress patterns in comparison with those of the nonce words in the possible group results in a somewhat lower rate of acceptance.

One possible explanation is that segmental factors are more salient to listeners than is stress placement in determining whether a nonce word is a possible Spanish word. If this explanation is accurate, the nonce words violating the heavy penult condition and the three-syllable window condition may have sounded "more Spanish-like" than the nonce words whose segmental combinations made them unacceptable (i.e., the impossible group). While this explanation is possible, the huge difference in how the two experimental groups and the impossible group were accepted, along with the overall acceptance of the experimental group, makes this explanation seem unlikely.

The other possibility, indicated by the current results, is that the heavy penult condition and the three-syllable window condition, while descriptively adequate, are not psychologically real restrictions on Spanish stress placement. The concept of descriptive truths not necessarily corresponding with psychological reality is not a new one. In fact, much recent evidence that has been brought forth in favor of such an idea has come from experimental work on Spanish stress (e.g., Aske 1990; Eddington 2000, 2004; Face 2003, 2004a; Hualde 2000; Waltermire 2004).
The present study has presented results from a perception experiment examining the psychological reality of two apparent restrictions on Spanish stress placement. The first apparent restriction examined is the apparent prohibition against words with antepenultimate stress that have a heavy penultimate syllable (i.e., the heavy penult condition). The results of the experiment showed that nonce words in violation of this restriction were accepted overall as possible Spanish words. This finding lends support to the growing number of experimental studies that have found that Spanish is not quantity sensitive (e.g., Alvord 2003, Bárkányi 2002, Face 2004), presenting another type of evidence, but also supports the suggestion in Alvord (2003) that the heavy penult condition is not a psychologically real restriction on Spanish stress placement.

The second apparent restriction examined is the apparent prohibition against words with stress outside of the final three syllables (i.e., the three-syllable window condition). The overall acceptance of nonce words stressed on the fourth to last syllable calls into question the psychological reality of the three-syllable window restriction on Spanish stress. As this is the first experimental study to investigate the three-syllable window condition, further examination is certainly required before sweeping conclusions can be drawn. However, the results of the present study indicate that the three-syllable window condition is not a psychologically real restriction on Spanish stress placement.

In the cases of the heavy penult condition and the three-syllable window condition in Spanish, clearly it is true that, with the exception of a few toponyms and borrowings in the case of the heavy penult condition, the Spanish lexicon consists only of words that follow these conditions. There is no question, then, that they are descriptively adequate generalizations about stress placement in Spanish. But it is one thing to formulate a descriptive generalization over the lexicon and another thing altogether to say that this descriptive generalization functions as a constraint disallowing words that violate it. If a descriptive generalization about the lexicon were indeed shown to be used by speakers of the language as a constraint prohibiting words that violate the generalization, then it would be possible to say that there exists a psychologically real restriction on the language. In the case of the two apparent restrictions on Spanish stress considered in this paper, however, this is clearly not the case. The heavy penult condition and the three-syllable window condition are descriptive generalizations over the Spanish lexicon, but they do not serve as a constraint that prohibits words that go against these generalizations, and therefore they cannot be considered psychologically real restrictions on Spanish stress placement.

An issue deserving of comment is the fact that there are exceptions to the heavy penult condition in borrowings and foreign names (e.g., Frómista, Mánchester, rémington ‘type of rifle’), but no exceptions to the three-syllable window condition, despite the fact that there are foreign place names such as Slovak Bratislava, which when pronounced in Spanish becomes Bratislava. This is especially interesting since in the present study no significant difference was found between the status of the nonce words violating the heavy penult condition and those violating the three-syllable window condition. Unfortunately, we have no great insight into why exceptions exist to only the heavy penult condition. One possibility mentioned by an anonymous reviewer is that Spanish has been in contact with Germanic languages, which are the source of the exceptions mentioned above, but not with languages, such as Hungarian, Finnish or Czech, where stress four or more syllables from the end is possible. There are, for example, very few Slovak-Spanish bilinguals who could serve as a model for the correct pronunciation of Bratislava. This is a possible explanation for the distribution of exceptions to the two conditions, but leaves other questions unanswered. For example, Spanish speakers have a much more difficult time forming the plural of Júpiter ‘Jupiter’ than they do forming the plural of Saturno ‘Saturn’. Stress is almost always on the same syllable in plurals as in singulars, and this poses no problem in forming Saturnos ‘Saturns’. However, in forming the plural of Júpiter, an additional syllable must be added, resulting in the segmental sequence Júpiteres. In this case, if stress is left in the same place as in singulars, it falls on the fourth syllable from the end. Yet Spanish speakers do not produce stress on that syllable, but generally struggle in deciding between stressing the penultimate or the antepenultimate syllable. The likely explanation for this difficulty is the lack of model singular–plural pairs, which exist (e.g., régimen–regímenes ‘diet–diets’) but are extremely rare. Of course, there are no examples of words with stress outside of the final three syllables of the word, and this may make speakers even more likely to shift stress in the plural of Júpiter, even though the results of the present study indicate that there is no real restriction against a word such as Júpiteres. But while the explanation of contact with Germanic languages and not with languages such as Hungarian, Finnish and Czech may explain the existence of exceptions to the heavy penult condition and not the three-syllable window condition, there is no way at this point to determine whether or not this is the correct explanation.

In addition to presenting specific results with respect to the heavy penult condition and the three-syllable window condition in Spanish, the present study adds to the growing body of research that questions the connection between descriptive truths and psychological reality in linguistics. While many descriptively adequate statements are likely to also represent psychological reality for speakers of a language, the results of the present study emphasize that this is not always the case. Care must be taken in linguistic analysis to verify that statements based on descriptive facts about a language are not over-generalized to represent the psychological reality of speakers of that language without proper empirical investigation.
HEAVY PENULT GROUP:
ferelpa, támunlo, púnquensa, cándolde, lárdanta, víntento, pénstoslo, tímpeleto, dínurna, ráninta, gántripo, zémolpa, párdungo, mífurco, rínlambo, nódulta, lúmponto, zéisimpa, pómurta, númpatro

THREE-SYLLABLE WINDOW GROUP:
gitulopa, pásirenu, bétranuca, tópuneta, dáfulona, blímalis, vóhutaso, nóllumoda, étrapolo, rátepano, lópirena, litéslpe, ónlapenu, dásecopo, télucape, cíderoti, cáfunoli, cábiato, náputatra, múñofane

IMPOSSIBLE GROUP:
nequiclípta, skrlzáreio, chticnarí, stñółpí, ercbratris, jtcaprun, datbánct, zogpinrp, chagtjtup, gkimzin, txcopné, llesdtard, sírrímkbi, lopsuvkbi, lopntlist, réntcop, awsinlop, kpowell, ivumgtra, ustgbro, wioasdp, vinctzcico, ñresnimc, tnuáöi, btascáü, dtapcste, bcapintrrow, urrrachpza, spoiröft, samstkúpt

POSSIBLE GROUP:
tínaro, quirarvo, tablumo, nafráño, dótiene, esttrínaho, pañilpa, mótdora, cotrona, cubosta, jarplista, calpemo, gilbresa, mufísmo, sortrínista, tuluvañ, licuspa, nolcena, lojrawa, distropílo, lotranó, viteno, pocudún, gatricsa, sflzira, atranda, ciblaca, pulatra, pónlita, blísfn
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